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1. Where do the pigs live?
 A) in a jungle    B) in a big city    C) in a village    D) at the zoo 

2. The pig-family has … members.
C) five       D) six 

 

 A) three      B) four 

3. Look at the picture. The mother-pig is … .
 A) worried     B) happy      C) tired       D) excited

4. Complete the sentence: There … a bad wolf in the forest.
A) are       B) is        C) do       D) has

The Three Little Pigs
adapted from Serghei Mihailov

Three little pigs live with their parents in a small village. One day, they decide to leave 
home and build their own houses.
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Be careful! 
There’s a big bad 
wolf in the forest. Take 

care!
Good-bye!
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C) a man      D) their father 

C) Here you are!   D) That’s great!

 

 

 

5. On the way, the little pigs meet … . 
A) their mother   B) a wolf  

6. Complete the dialogue. 
Puf: Can I have some grass, please?

 Farmer: …
 A) You’re welcome!  B) Thank you!    

7. The farmer gives Puf … .
 A) some grass    B) a horse C) a bag      D) some flowers

1 wagon /’waɡ(ə)n/ = το κάρο / η καρότσα

  2

I’m fine, thank you. 
Can I help you?

Please, sir, can I 
have some of that 

grass? I want to build 
a house for myself.

Good morning, 
sir! How are 

you?

On the way, they meet a farmer. There’s grass in his wagon1.

The man gives Puf what he wants.
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8. Pif wants … .
 A) to stay with Puf    B) to have a stronger house    C) to play on the road    D) to eat the grass 

9. You smell with your … .
 A) ears      B) hands      C) eyes       D) nose

   

10. Look at picture 4. The man has brown … .
  A) sandals     B) slippers     C) boots      D) trainers

11. Who wants to build a house of wood?
  A) Puf.      B) Pif.       C) The wolf.     D) Paf.

12. “… wood over there is perfect for my house,” says Pif.
 A) That      B) These      C) It        D) This

The grass is fresh and 
soft, and it smells great. 

I can make a lovely house.

Excuse me, sir. Can you 
give me some wood? I want 
to build a house for myself.

Of course. 
Here you are!

I think your house will 
be too fragile. My house 

will be stronger!
Good-bye!

Pif and Paf keep walking. They meet a man. There’s wood in his wagon. Good luck, Pif! 
I need something 
else to build my 

house. Bye!
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13. Pif thinks his house will be … .
  A) solid       B) small      C) beautiful     D) big

14. Look at picture 5. The birds are … the tree.
  A) under     B) in C) between     D) behind

  A) it’s      B) is        C) are       D) it

Pif starts to build his house.

Paf decides to build his house with bricks. 

   
15. Look at picture 6. What time of day is it?
  A) morning    B) evening     C) night      D) afternoon 

16. Paf wants to build a house with bricks because … stronger.

Paf sees a man working. 

My house will be stronger 
and warmer than the house of 

grass. The wolf can’t get in.

Good afternoon, 
sir! Why are you 
making bricks?

Because houses 
of bricks can resist 

wind and rain.
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19. The little pig doesn’t answer the door because … . 
A) he is away B) he is listening to music  C) he is not at home  D) he is scared 

20. In seconds means … .
 A) slowly     B) immediately    C) finally      D) early

I’m going to 
my brothers!

I will be safe here. The 
wolf can’t catch me.

   

   

17. Paf … safe in his new house. 
A) feels      B) goes       C) gets       D) falls 

18. There are … bricks in picture 7.
 A) ten      B) five       C) fifteen      D) more than fifteen 

One day the wolf comes to the house of grass. He knocks at the door, but the little pig 
doesn’t answer. So the wolf huffs and puffs and blows the house down in seconds. 
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21. Look at picture 9. The wolf is wearing blue … .
  A) socks     B) trousers     C) gloves      D) shorts

22. The wolf is very hungry. He wants to … . 
A) drink     B) sleep  C) rest       D) eat

23. Does the wolf destroy Paf’s house?
C) No, he can’t.    D) No, he doesn’t. 

 

A) Yes, he does.    B) Yes, he can.    

24. Look at picture 10. Where is the wolf?
  A) on the roof   B) in the house    C) on the floor    D) in a tree

Puf finds Pif’s house. He 
goes in and Pif locks the 
door. But the wolf follows 
him. He is very hungry. 
He blows this house 
down too.

Puf and Pif arrive at Paf’s 
house. They enter the 
house and lock the door. 
The hungry wolf tries to 
blow the house down. 
But he can’t. This house 
is very strong. Then he 
has a great idea.

Let’s go 
to Paf’s.

I will get in through 
the chimney.

Oh, brothers, 
I’m so scared.
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25. Look at picture 11. What happens to the wolf? He falls into … 
  A) a hole     B) a pool      C) the fire      D) a bath

 

26. The opposite of bad is … . 
  A) happy     B) tired       C) good       D) angry

27. What are the pigs doing?
A) crying and dancing   B) running and crying C) dancing and singing D) reading and singing 
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Oh, my God. 
It’s hot. Very hot.

He will never 
come back!

We are 
safe now.

The wolf’s tail is on fire. He 
runs away crying. The three 
little pigs laugh and sing. 
They are not afraid of the 
big bad wolf anymore!
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   A) four
   B) five
   C) six
   D) three

   

 
 

     

28. Look at picture 13. Which one can’t you see?
  A) a picture    B) a bed      C) a door      D) a carpet 

29. Choose the true sentence:
A) The pigs live together in their new house. B) The wolf and the pigs become friends.

  C) The wolf lives with the pigs.      D) The wolf eats the three pigs. 

30. How many words from the story are there in the grid? The words go in two directions: → ↓ 

W O O D H U
B V D C O R
L O G S U E
O M U S S N
W O B P E N
S W O L F P

I’m so happy to 
have you here! Together, we can 

fight the wolf. It is the most 
beautiful 

house ever.

The three little pigs decide to build a bigger house and live together.
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